2 On what basis would it be reasonable to suggest that the Cuban religious song to the deity Ochún derives from the Yoruba praise poem above, or from some other Yoruba text? In this article I examine the interpretive work through which scholars and religious practitioners recognize religious songs and ritual speech from the African diaspora as 'African.' I ask: what does it mean for scholars to link words and longer texts to some particular site or region in Africa, such that they become an ancestral link conveyed more or less faithfully from an African ancestral 'homeland' into the present? What epistemology and what historical subjectivity underly the 'recognition' or 'discovery' of such connections? In exploring how scholars approach African diasporic linguistic materials (especially those related to African diasporic religions) by seeking fi rst and foremost to connect them to African sources and give them African histories and meanings, I wish to suggest that the interpretive process of forging such connections is key to the meaning the 'discovered' connections have. To make my case I will work against the grain to use divinatory practices of Cuban religious practitioners of Santería (including those applied to ritual texts) to draw attention to similar 'divinatory' practices by scholars. By comparing scholars' and nonscholarly (that is, 'local') recuperations of African diasporic language history I seek to make explicit the chronotope underlying the scholarly production of history. Specifi cally, I will look at the historicity of African diasporic cultural forms like the song above and the ritual registers used in Santería and other African diasporic religions. This comparison is meant to highlight how meaningful historical connections are forged (rather than 'discovered') by scholars in ways that are never entirely separate from the efforts of the peoples of the Atlantic World to make meaningful historical connections through techniques of remembering.
This project, then, involves refl ecting on the historical subjectivities of linguistic researchers in light of the historical subjectivities of those whose speech they study. Its genesis was my own ethnographic fi eldwork among religious practitioners in the eastern Cuban city of Santiago de Cuba (ongoing since 1997; primarily in 1999 -2000 .
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